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BACKGROUND
Hanse 495 is made to satisfy even the most demanding sailors looking for impeccable sailing characteristics as well
as maximum comfort on deck and below. The interior offers a lot of innovative and functional details that create a
yacht that is luxurious and practical at the same time. Special attention has been put into the spacious and modern
style and to the galley design, with numerous creative solutions. The Hanse 495 is easy to handle, a pleasure to sail
full of excitement, with the ease of a smaller yacht, while offering a very respectable turn of speed.

Tengeru sails beautifully in a fresh 20-25kt breeze on

The yacht's safety equipment includes an 8-pax liferaft,

the calm waters of Pittwater. Helming is a dream with

and a newly fitted boom brake.

her responsive twin carbon wheels as she powers
through the water easily making 8-9kts on a reach.

This stylish yacht turns heads with her classic teak
decks, a Gennaker with independent furler, and a large

Her current owner has geared her up for offshore

cockpit with dining table and retractable swim

single handed cruising. In 2018 the yacht underwent

platform.

considerable upgrades, such as two new BnG plotters
which are integrated with Radar, AIS and Predict Wind

Tengeru's interior offers spacious comfortable living

weather routing and forecasting.

with a plush colour scheme and a well designed galley
in immaculate condition. She is a 3-cabin, 2-head

Power systems include upgraded batteries, 4 x flexi

layout, sleeps 6 with an additional saloon berth.

solar panels mounted on the bimini and a Fisher Panda
Generator, and a 75hp turbo Volvo diesel engine.
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Hanse fittings include reverse cycle air conditioning,
Miele kitchen appliances, a Fusion Stereo system and
retractable island Tv/DvD player.
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On Deck
All major sailing lines can be controlled from the twin
helms. The yacht’s double-ended mainsheet runs aft to
port and starboard powered winches, and the self tacking
jib remove the need for sheets, making it extremely easy to
sail single-handed. If you’re tired standing there are
optional helm seats that pop up from the transom.
On-deck stowage is available in good-sized cockpit lockers
under the seats and in a large bow locker forward. The
anchor sits under the sprit on a double bow roller which
prevents any interference when flying a cruising chute or
code zero, and also enables deployment from the cockpit.
The transom swim platform lowers to water level where
you can enjoy sunbathing, or suiting up for a dive.
Throttle, Bow thruster and windlass controls are situated
at the starboard helm.
COCKPIT LAYOUT
The roomy cockpit invites you to relax.with stylish
charcoal cushions and full sun protection from a dodger,
bimini and infill. With offset winches and with twin
wheels the cockpit is free from the clutter of lines
allowing direct access to the water. Your guests can enjoy
the comfort of the cockpit under sail without being in the
way or having to lift a finger – other than to open the
beautiful leaved cockpit table for hors d’oeuvres once you
reach your destination.
HIGHTLIGHTS & FEATURES
Bow Thruster
Self Tacking headsail
Engine mounted generator
Air Conditioning / Heating
Code Zero
Boom Brake
Life Raft (8-pax)
Achilles inflatable dinghy with electric motor
BnG Chart Plotters with AIS, RADAR & Predict Wind
Netcomm Internet
AMSA Aus Ships Registration
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AMSA Commerical Cert of Operation - 2D (Qld)
Freshly Anti-fouled & polished.
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Interior
The wide stepped companionway invites you to a luxurious
warmly lit interior. Large opening ports and hull windows
allow natural light to flow through at all angles, and
provide vistas to the outer world. The fit-out is sleek and
practical with black quartz corian surfaces in the galley,
complemented by a light mahogany trim and plush red
upholstery.
ACCOMMODATION
Tengeru offers 3 air conditioned cabins. The commodious
master cabin forward has a very comfortable island bed,
a private ensuite head and separate shower. The two aft
cabins offer queen beds and shared toiled facility. All
cabins have ample lockers for your clothing, opening
ports or hatches, caframo fans and reading lights. Both
interior electric toilets are fitted with macerators,
porcelain vanities, cup and soap holders, towel racks and
dedicated frosted glass shower cubicles.
THE GALLEY
The in-line galley is finished in black quartz corian
counter tops. Tengeru is fitted with triple Vitrigo
fridge/freezer/chiller, Miele front loading dishwasher and
microwave. Flush opening cabinets and pull out drawers
house a Nespresso Coffee Maker, stowing racks for
consumables and spices, and garbage disposal cabinet; all
of which add to the ease of keeping the interior looking
neat, clean and tidy.
NAVIGATION
The nav station is to stbd of the companionway with all
breakers neatly arranged on the starboard bulkhead. An
inlaid colour Chartplotter (BnG Zeus 3) with integrated AIS
and RADAR and Predict Wind relays to a second chart
plotter mounted on the cockpit table near the helms, with
accompanying Simrad autopilot, wind, depth and speed
instruments.
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She could be YOURS ...
With effortless handling and excellent light air performance, Tengeru would be suited to a wide range of sailing
intentions. A seasoned sailor may find her appealing if willing to upgrade to a simpler sailing experience with
automated deck systems and comfortable interior.
Alternatively, you may be a couple or family looking to take your sailing to the next level with a liveaboard
cruising yacht already set up for offshore sailing.
On the other hand you may also consider taking advantage of her commercial certificate of operation to offer
day or overnight luxury charters.
Whatever the case may be, it's not every day a beautifully maintained Hanse 495 cruising yacht becomes
available. Anyone with cruising dreams or willing to spend more time on the water will be very happy with
'Tengeru'. You can see her in action under sail in the video linked below.

For full inventory details and to arrange a viewing of this spectacular yacht contact
Sonia Robinson on 0410 35 77 55.

Click the photo above or a virtual sailing tour.
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